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Abstract—This brief presents the unique capabilities of the
multimode Dual Mode Logic (DML) design technique to define
run-time adaptive datapaths to overcome process and environ-
mental (i.e., temperature and voltage) variations. A proof-of-
concept benchmark circuit is designed and fabricated in 65 nm
technology. Measurements on 10 test chips, while considering
supply voltages spanning 0.6V to 1.2V and temperature vari-
ations ranging from -40 °C to 125 °C confirm the effectiveness
of this approach to compensate for severe process, voltage and
temperature (PVT) variations.

Index Terms—Dual Mode Logic (DML), adaptive circuits, PVT
variation tolerance.

I. INTRODUCTION

PROCESS, voltage and temperature variations (PVT) have
a detrimental effect on the performance and reliability

of processors and systems-on-chip (SOCs) designed for deep
submicron technologies [1]. The current trend toward lowering
the power supply (VDD) for better energy efficiency further
exacerbates system sensitivity to PVT variability [2], [3]. The
traditional way of handling PVT variations consists of imple-
menting very conservative timing margins (based on worst-
case PVT operations) at design time. However this approach
is suboptimal in terms of both energy and performance [4].

Although process-related timing guard bands can be reduced
by the post-silicon frequency binning technique (i.e., by testing
fabricated chips in given environmental conditions against
group parts by their maximum speed), proper on-chip self-
adapting design techniques are needed to minimize the cycle
time margins related to operating temperature and voltage
variations [4]–[7].

To run-time identify timing violations, process and envi-
ronmental sensors in the form of critical-path replicas (e.g.,
properly designed ring oscillators) can be utilized [4], [5],
[8]. An alternative approach exploits specialized flip-flops for
timing-error detection on critical paths of the system [5], [9]–
[12]. All the above solutions can be used to trigger dynamic
voltage scaling (DVS) of the system to compensate for PVT
variations.
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In this paper, we evaluate a novel multimode Dual Mode
Logic (DML)-based technique to define adaptive datapaths to
deal with PVT variations at run-time without having to change
the VDD of the system. This design methodology can also
be applied in conjunction with the DVS approach to boost
its effectiveness. As a proof-of-concept, a benchmark circuit
consisting of ten 72-stage NAND/NOR DML gate chains and
additional clock (CLK) control unit is designed and fabricated
in 65 nm technology. Chip measurements performed on 10
samples, with a supply voltage spanning 0.6V to 1.2V and
temperature variations ranging from -40 °C to 125 °C demon-
strate that PVT variations can be successfully compensated
at run-time by proper configurations of the chains. To the
best of our knowledge this is the first work to demonstrate
a multimode DML datapath design methodology in silicon. A
comprehensive experimental characterization of the technique
is carried out to validate its effectiveness in optimizing timing
margins even under extreme PVT variations.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section
II overviews the main DML operation characteristics and dis-
cusses the potential of the recently proposed multimode DML
datapath design technique [13] in counteracting variations.
Section III introduces the multimode DML-based approach
and presents our proof-of-concept. Section IV discusses the
measurement results. Finally, Section V concludes this paper.

II. BACKGROUND

A. Dual Mode Logic Overview

DML offers extremely high flexibility for accurate en-
ergy/delay optimizations, thanks to its distinctive capability
to change its logic gate operating mode on-the-fly: the DML
static mode allows for energy efficiency, whereas the DML
dynamic mode boosts performance. As shown in Fig. 1, the
generic DML gate consists of a conventional static CMOS
gate with an additional pre-charge (or pre-discharge) clocked
transistor, which allows for dynamic operation. Depending on
the position of the clocked device, two DML gate topologies
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Fig. 1: General (a) Type-A unfooted (b) Type-B unheaded (c)
Type-A footed (d) Type-B headed DML gate.
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can be defined: Type-A (Fig. 1 (a)) with a pre-charge transistor
parallel to the pull-up network (PUN), and Type-B (Fig. 1
(b)) when a pre-discharge transistor is placed parallel to the
pull-down network (PDN). As in conventional dynamic logic
families, Type-A/B gates can be designed in footed (Fig. 1 (c))
/ headed (Fig. 1 (d)) versions, which can be used to interface
static and dynamic DML domains [14].

When the DML gate operates in the static mode, the clock
(CLK) is disabled, thus retaining the functionality of its static
CMOS core. When the CLK is enabled, the DML gate runs in
the dynamic mode by alternating the pre-charge/discharge and
evaluation operating phases via CLK toggling [14]. Previous
works [15] have demonstrated that DML datapaths are able to
on-demand operate in the fully-static or fully-dynamic modes.
The fully-static mode is targeted for energy-constrained ap-
plications (i.e., when speed is not mandatory), whereas the
fully-dynamic operating mode is preferred when energy can
be sacrificed for higher performance. For better energy/delay
optimization, DML designs can work in the mixed mode [16],
where the logic gates belonging to the critical path of the
circuit run in the dynamic DML mode to boost frequency,
while the rest of the gates operate in the static DML mode,
thus saving precious energy.

B. Multimode Dual Mode Logic

Since the DML gates can be controlled at a low level of
design granularity, both DML static and dynamic operations
can be enabled at the same time within the same logic path.
This operating configuration, dubbed multimode DML, was
recently presented by our group in [13] to reduce design
sensitivity to process variations at near threshold voltages. As
a function of the specific process conditions of the design,
the number of DML gates operating in the dynamic mode
within the critical path can be increased or decreased to meet
the target delay. This means that a multimode DML design
at the SS process corner can easily meet the performance
requirements of its CMOS counterpart manufactured at the
nominal TT corner. Alternatively, a multimode DML design
can save precious energy when fabricated in the FF corner. In
the remainder of this manuscript we use chip measurements
to demonstrate the potential of the multimode DML design
style to accommodate temperature and voltage variations in
addition to process variability.
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Fig. 2: Basic concept of multimode DML in an adaptive
system with a timing error monitor.

III. CONCEPT & BENCHMARK

The conceptual block diagram of a PVT-aware self-adaptive
system based on the multimode DML design methodology is
illustrated in Fig. 2. The generic DML datapath is segmented
for different clock (CLK) domains, each of which is controlled
by an independent CLK signal. Therefore, each individual
DML block (i.e., each stage in the datapath) can operate in
the static or dynamic mode regardless of the operation mode
of the others. Assume, for example, that a certain number
of DML blocks initially run in the dynamic mode. In the
absence of timing errors, some or all of these can switch to
the static mode to save energy. By contrast, if a timing error
is detected (i.e., as a result of PVT variations), the number of
blocks running in the DML dynamic mode can be increased
for timing closure at run-time. Similar to other PVT-tolerant
design techniques [4], [8], our approach requires a critical-
path replica, which always operates in the DML static mode,
to manage the pre-charge operation of dynamic-running DML
blocks in the datapath. This allows the timing control circuit
to trigger the evaluation of dynamic blocks only when the
static DML blocks that precede them in the path have correctly
processed their output data.

Despite the extra circuitry (i.e., the critical-path replica and
timing control circuit shown in Fig. 2) required to implement
a PVT-aware multimode DML datapath, some silicon area
can be economized with respect to the equivalent non-PVT
hardened CMOS implementation. This is because of the un-
conventional DML sizing strategy discussed in [14], which
incorporates minimum sized transistors for most of the gates.
For example, when considering the 8X8-bit DML MAC design
reported in [16], which saves about 25% silicon area with
respect to its CMOS counterpart, the implementation of the
proposed PVT-aware technique requires only 4% additional
area for the critical-path replica. Considering also that an
efficient error detection monitoring latch, such as iRazor [5]
incurs a negligible area overhead (only 4.3% area penalty
over a standard D flip-flop), roughly 15% area savings can
be achieved with respect to the equivalent non PVT-hardened
CMOS MAC design.

Although maximum advantages are expected for circuits
with a well-defined critical path (e.g., arithmetic circuits),
our results based on DML standard design flow development
[15] strongly suggest that energy-delay benefits can reasonably
be expected when multiple logic paths must be replicated to
obtain full “coverage” of the impact of PVT variability in a
general-purpose circuit.

As a proof-of-concept to demonstrate the feasibility of this
PVT-aware design methodology, the flexible circuit benchmark
(i.e., which can be considered representative of a generic dat-
apath) shown in Fig. 3 (a), is tested here. The circuit consists
of 10 levels of 72-stage interleaved DML gate chains. Each
chain alternates Type-B NAND and Type-A NOR DML gates
and is segmented into four independent DML clock domains
such that five different DML clock modes (fully static, 25%
dynamic, 50% dynamic, 75% dynamic, fully dynamic) can be
enabled, as shown in Fig. 3 (b). Each DML chain (except the
first and the last) drives the subsequent one to make it possible
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Fig. 5: (a) Full chip layout. (b) Layout details in 65nm technology. (c) Experimental setup.

to analyze 3 different activity factors (i.e., α= 0.1, 0.5 and 1).
The generic chain in the benchmark has two input signals:

the first is propagated from the upper chain and the second
(i.e the SELECT[i] signal) allows for the local chain control
by activating/deactivating it. When all the SELECT inputs are
high, α is equal to 1 (i.e., all nodes in the benchmark circuit
switch on each clock cycle). By setting SELECT[4:0] high
and SELECT[9:5] low, half of the gates switch, while the
other half are in the idle state (α=0.5). The minimum activity
factor (α=0.1) is obtained by setting only SELECT[0] high.
As α decreases, the switching energy also decreases, and the
contribution of leakage to the total energy increases. The delay
of the benchmark circuit is evaluated in terms of the signal
propagation to the last activated chain.

For proper DML operation and faster pre-charge, two prin-
ciples are assumed for the benchmark. In partially dynamic
mode operation, static gates in the chain always precede
dynamic gates, so that the dynamic gates are in the pre-
charge phase while the static gates are processing (see Fig. 3
(b)). In addition, footed/headed DML gates are used at the
interface of each DML clock domain. As illustrated in Fig. 4,
in order to guarantee the accurate pre-charge and evaluation
time of the benchmark circuit, a DML pre-charge control
consisting of a fully static replica of the DML benchmark
is included in a Ring Oscillator (RO) configuration. The
DML benchmark replica feeds the clock control circuit, which

manages the DML benchmark clocking. This is done by
15 benchmark replica output signals driven from the first,
fifth and last chains according to the activity factor modes
(0.1, 0.5, and 1 respectively), where five output lines are
asserted according to the actual clock mode for each of these
chains. RO operation can be assessed in two separate cases:
partially/fully-dynamic and fully-static. In the partially/fully-
dynamic case, the pre-charge control maintains low output for
the pre-charge duration. The dynamic DML domains start to
evaluate for the RO function when the replica output rises.
When the evaluation phase ends, the pre-charge control output
drops back again and the operation repeats itself. As a result,
an alternating output signal is generated with the period of the
DML benchmark propagation time, including the exact pre-
charge and evaluation times. In the fully static operating mode
of the DML benchmark, the clocks are disabled and the pre-
charge control propagates a feedback signal for standard RO
operation. To facilitate performance measurements, a 1 second
pulse START signal enables the output counter to count the
number of rising edges of the RO output in one second. Thus,
the benchmark delay is easily obtained by simply counting.

IV. MEASUREMENTS & RESULTS

The DML-based proof-of-concept in Fig. 4 is fabricated
in 65 nm technology. Delay and energy measurements are
performed for different temperatures and voltage supplies
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on 10 test chips bonded for a QFN64 package. Fig. 5 (a)
illustrates the physical implementation of the full test chip,
and the detailed layout of the circuit under test is shown
in Fig. 5 (b). To enable modular validation, the experimental
setup, shown in Fig. 5 (c), includes a printed circuit board that
is interfaced to a Zynq-7000 field-programmable gate array
(FPGA) development board to stimulate and control the device
under test through an FPGA mezzanine card connection. Local
(and regulated) power supply generators provide power to the
isolated power domains of the test circuits. A thermal control
unit monitors the chip, enabling temperature analysis in the
-40°C - 125 °C range.

Fig. 6 shows the energy-delay (E-D) characteristics of the
fully-static/dynamic RO for different activity factors. Energy-
delay curves are measured for power supply voltages ranging
from 0.8V to 1.2V. To get an idea of the optimization room
provided by the multimode DML technique to accommodate
PVT variations, note that for the same supply voltage, the
fully-dynamic design achieves an average speed improvement
of 42% compared to the fully-static implementation, at the ex-
pense of increased energy. Furthermore, the E-D optimization
extremes can be further extended by simultaneously using the
DVS technique. As shown in the measurements in Fig. 7 for
α=0.1, the allowable E-D optimization space can be granulated
based on the number of DML dynamic domains activated si-
multaneously. Thus overall, the set of measurements shown in
Figs. 6 and 7 depict the unprecedented E-D optimization knob
provided by the DML multimode datapath design technique to
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achieve energy optimization for a target delay.
Fig. 8 (a-b) focuses on power supply voltage variations

by plotting VDD in the range of 1-1.2V, α=0.1 and room
temperature. The experimental results are normalized to a 50%
dynamic operating DML chain at VDD=1.1V and an absolute
±0.1V change in the supply voltage is tested. Fig. 8 (a) shows
that the target delay is obtained at 1.2V/1.15V/1.05V/1V by
using 23%/37%/66%/80% DML dynamic gates while main-
taining similar energy consumption as shown in Fig. 8 (b).

A typical test chip is measured under temperature variations
ranging from -40 °C to 125 °C. Related data are provided in
Fig. 9 (a-b) for VDD=0.6 V and α=0.1. The circuit using 50%
dynamic operating DML gates at close to room temperature
(T=26 °C) serves as the reference. As presented in Fig. 9 (a),
the multimode DML approach achieves the target propagation
delay for a wide range of temperatures by varying (i.e., by
increasing/reducing as a function of lower/higher temperature)
the number of logic gates operating in the DML dynamic
mode. Thus, our solution emerges as a valid alternative to the
VDD adaptation to accommodate temperature variations. Fig. 9
(b) shows that in the near-threshold operating regime, the
energy sensitivity to the temperature variations is low whereas
it is more highly affected by the changes in the DML operating
modes.

To verify the capability of the multimode DML datapath
design methodology to compensate for process variations, a
mixed test procedure based on simulations and measurements
is used. First, the benchmark test design with 50% DML
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dynamic operating gates is simulated using 1k-MC points
for the FF, TT and SS corners. For this simulation analysis
VDD=1.1V, α=0.1 and room temperature are the operating
conditions. The simulation results are shown in Fig. 10 (a).
Measurements on 10 test chips are performed for the same
operating conditions and for the 5 DML clock modes (i.e.,
fully static or 25%, 50%, 75% and 100% dynamic). The
data are shown in Fig. 10 (b) and show that by varying the
operating DML clock mode, the circuit can cover a delay space
greater than the extremes expected by the MC analysis at the
process corners. This in turn demonstrates the potential of our
approach for marginalizing delay variations caused by severe
process variability.

V. CONCLUSION

This brief presents the first silicon evaluation of the multi-
mode DML datapath design technique to handle PVT varia-

tions at run-time. This approach allows for adaptive datapath
designs that partially or fully alternate between the static and
dynamic DML operating modes. The experimental validation
of the solution was performed over a wide range of PVT
variations on 10 test chips manufactured in 65 nm CMOS
technology. The results reveal DML’s unprecedented flexibility
in optimizing timing margins under extreme PVT variations.
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